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Abst rac t - - In  this note, we give an interesting representation f the matr ix solution of the initial 
problem X A = AX, X(to) = I on t ime scales. Our approach does not require to compute igenvalues 
of matr ix A, but we are limited on t ime scales, which are, in a sense, not more complicated than the 
middle-third Cantor set. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For more than one decade since the pioneering works [1,2], we have been witnesses of great efforts 
and achievements in the theory of dynamic systems on time scales (for a nice survey, see [3]). 
The main idea of the theory is to consider time as an arbitrary closed set of reals. This permits 
us to handle both continuous and discrete systems imultaneously. The most basic and the most 
important example of a dynamical system on time scales is the linear time independent system 
~(t )  = As(t) 
It is well known [4, Theorem 5.30], that the unique matrix solution X(t) of the time independent 
problem 
XA(t) = AX(t), X(to) = I, to,t • T, (1) 
where A is a d × d real matrix, I is the (d-dimensional) identity matrix and T is an arbitrary time 
scale, is the matrix exponential function eA(.,to) ([4, Definition 5.18]). Moreover, Ahlbrandt and 
Ridenhour [5] (or, e.g., [4, Theorem 5.35]) derived a modification of the Putzer algorithm that 
enables to solve (1), for any interval on which matrix [ + #(t)A is invertible or, in other words, 
on which matrix A is regressive with respect o time scale T. But sometimes it is handy to have 
at least some representation f X(t) without the necessity of computing eigenvalues of A, more 
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concrete and traditional than the relatively new function CA(., to). In such cases, we can proceed 
as follows. 
2. RESULT  
Let to, t E T, -oc  < to <_ t < co. Any time scale is a closed subset of the real line R, therefore, 
~1 (~) 
[to, t] \ v = U b0, 
i=1  
where col = wl(t) E N U {0, co}, ai, bi E R, ai < bi and the complementary intervals (ai, b~) 
are pairwise disjoint for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,w l ( t )  and uniquely determined (with exception of their 
ordering). Hence, we can write 
T C~ [to, t] = [to, t] \ U (ai, bi) = U [ci, d,] U P(t) ,  
i=i i=i 
where w2(t) E N U {0, oo}, c~,d~ E ~, c~ < di, and all sets on the right side are pairwise disjoint. 
Let w~ := w~(cx~) for i = 1, 2. 
If any of the two index sets {1,...,c01}, {1,. . .  ,w2} is empty, the corresponding union is 
replaced by the empty set. Moreover, we will always suppose that both sequences (hi - a V~l(t) 
~] i= l  
and (di ~ x~2(t) - -  c i j i=  1 are nonincreasing. 
The set P = P(t) is a nowhere dense set (the interior of the closure of P is the empty set). All 
points of P could be divided to two disjoint sets P1 and/)2. 
1. P1 is the set of those points of P, which are either isolated or left-dense and right-scattered 
or left-scattered and right-dense (all with respect o T). Evidently, these points are bound- 
ary points of some suitable complementary intervals (or t), whence P1 is at most countable. 
2. P2 is the set of those points of P, which are left- and right-dense (with respect o T), so 
they are not among the boundary points of the complementary intervals. 
Clearly, if t E P2, then there exist sequences (a~)~>_l C_ {ai, bi} and (fl~),>_l C_ {ai, b~} such that 
fli T t and c~ ; t with respect o i. 
The set P2 may be uncountable. Probably the best known example is the middle-third Cantor 
set C obtained from [0, 1] by recursive removing of the "open middle-thirds". Cantor set is 
perfect, nowhere dense and uncountable (so P = C), and at the same time, its Lebesgue measure 
re(C) ---- rn(P2) is zero. 
Clearly, P2 is the most complicated part of ~I'. There are examples of time scales for which 
re(P2) > 0 (it is possible even to construct such compact subsets ("fat" Cantor sets) of [a, b] for 
which rn(P2) is arbitrarily close to b - a), but we will always suppose the following hypothesis: 
(H) re(P2) = 0. 
In the proof of the main theorem, we will need to rearrange some infinite matr ix products and 
replace them by a finite sums of suitable terms. As follows from the following lemmas, this is 
possible. 
t w LEMMA 1. Let (a~)~=l , w E N, ca < eo be a sequence of positive numbers, such hat }-~-i=1 a~ < oo. 
I Then, the matrix product I-L=1( + a ix )  converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact 
set to a continuous matrix-valued function P(X).  
PROOF. It is sufficient to suppose w = co. Since ~i=1~° c~i < co, only a finite number of terms 
(I  + ~iX)  in the infinite product c~ = 1,2 . . . .  , let us I - [ i=1(/+ c~iX) could be singular. For any n 
put 
:= 1-I(  + 
/=1 
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where X belongs to an arbitrary compact set K. Then, 
I[P~(X)II = _< ] I /+a iX  H _< 1- I ( I+ohHXH)  _<exp HxN ai . 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
Hence, for any ~ = *, ~, . . . ,  we have IIP,~(X)ll <_ exp{,Xll EZ ,  ~} =: c ,  < oo, ana 
IIP~+*(X) - P,~(X)ll = Ile~(X)[(* + ~+lX)  - Z]II -< ~÷i l l x l l c~.  
Therefore, for any m,n ~ N 
IIP~+~(x) - P~(x)II ~ llPn+m(X) -- P~+~-l(X)l l  +""  + IIP,~+I(X) - P~CX)II 
< (~+~ +. . .  + ~+1) I tx I IG  <<_ (~+~ +. .  + ~+~) c2, 
P,~(X) converges uniformly on compact set and the limit function P (X)  is continuous. | 
LEMMA 2. Let a > 0 be arbitrary, (ai)i~=l be a sequence, such that ai > O, 1 + aia # 0 t:or 
i 1, 2,. ,and  = "" E i= I  OLi < 00.  
oG ~ oo 
Then, I1~=1(1 + a~a) = 1 + aE~=l ~ + o(E~=l ~d. 
PROOF. For any n C N, 
o-<l-I(l+c~ia)=eET='1°g(1+~{~)<e~Er:~{=l+aEai+o ai • (2) 
i=1  i=1 
n 1 = n At the same time, we can write l-L=1( + a~a) 1 + a ~=~ ag + rn, where rn > 0 and the 
r oo c~ oo sequence ( ~)n=l is nondecreasing. Because 1-I~=1(1 + c~a) and ~=1 c~ are convergent, he limit 
l im,_~ r~ =: r exists and r > 0. From (2), we have 
l+a  c~i+r~ < l+a  a i+o  c~i , 
i=1  i=1 
c~ oo which, by passing n --+ co, gives a 2 i=1 ch + r < a 2 i=1 ch + o(~ i~ 1 oh), or 0 < r < o (2 i~ 1 ai), 
therefore, 
0 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a d x d real matrix, (ai)i~__l be a sequence, such that ai > 0, the matrix 
o~ I + a iX  is nonsingular and Y]i=l ai < oc. 
1 oo Then, l-L=1( + a ix )  • 1 + x Y~i=I ai + o(Ei= 1 C~i). 
PROOF. For any n C N, we have 
n n 
I~(I  ~-o~iX ) = I -~ X E C~i @ [(°LI°L2 ~- " ' "  "~- °~n-lC~n)X2 
i=1  i= l  
+ (alCt2a3 -}-... )X 3 +. . .  + (OZlOL2'"" O~n)X n] 
n 
: :  I+  XEa  ~ +Rn.  
4=1 
Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of r l i= l ( i  + a ix ) ,  so, we can pass n to infinity, 
oo oo 
i=l i=I 
where R := limn_,~ Rn. By putting a : :  lIXN in Lemma 2, we obtain 
Ili%ll _< (cqc~2+...)llxl[2 +(alC~2~a+...)llxlIa +...+(~,a2...a~)Hx[[ ~ <_o c~ , 
oo oo 
there fore ,  []Rt[ = lim,~_oo IIR~tl = o(E i= 1 o~i) o r  R = o(E i= 1 o~i). II 
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Let us consider a d x d matrix function, 
) ( ( t ) :=  r~ [ I+(b, -a , )A]exp A~(d , -e , )  , (3) 
i=I i=I 
im~2(t)[c, d.1 U PI where the product, respectively, the sum are in the defined on a set 1~ := kJi=l [ z, ~j 
ca~e of the corresponding empty index set replaced by the identity matrix, respectively, the zero 
matrix. Due to Lemma 1 A~(t) iS well defined. Both matrices on the right-hand side of (3) 
commute and )((t)A -- A2(t) as well. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a time scale fulfilling Hypothesis (H) and A be a d x d matrix function 
regressive with respect o the time scale T. Then, the continuous extension X(t) of f( (t) on T 
defined by (3) is the fundamental matrix solution of (i), for any t E T. 
PROOF. Clearly, )f(t0) = I,  so, it is sufficient to prove that )~(t) fulfills, for any t C M, the 
equation X~(t)  = AX(t). 
To prove this, let t E M be fixed. We have to distinguish two eases: 
(a) if ~r(t) > t, then, t E {ai: i=  1. . .  ,wl(t)} and ([4, Theorem 1.16.ill) 
I [-l~((r(t)) - 22(t)] 2 (t) = 
H [I + (b, - a,)A] exp |A  (d, - c , ) )  [(I + #(t)A) - I] 
i=1  
= )~(t)A = A.~(t), 
(b) if a(t) = t, then, there are two possibilities either t belongs to some interval [c~, di) or t is 
a left scattered, right-dense point. In the first case ([4, Theorem 1.16.iii]) 
= lira [2 ( t ) -  
S--+t 
= 1-I [I + (bi - a~)A] exp A ~ (di - ei) ~-~tlim ~ [exp(A(t - s)) - I] 
i=1  i=1 
= fC(t)A = A2(t) .  
The second case is more interesting. To minimize the notation, we wilt suppose that t = to = 0. 
X~ (s) (b Let 5 > 0 be small. For any s E TN [0,5], let us denote i l l (s) := z..,i=l ~ * -a i )  and ~2(s) := 
~2(~) (d  - ci), then, due to Hypothesis (H), i l l (s) + fl2(s) = s, and i=1  \ z 
s--~0 S s--~0 ~, i=1 i~ l  S 
= liin {[I + f~l(s)A + o(s)] [I + f~2(s)d + o(s)] - I} 1 
s-*0  S 
1 = lim {As + o(s)} 1_ :  -oliin + A + o(s)} s s 
: A = A)((0). 
This means that the matrix )2(t) is a restriction of the fundamental matrix solution of (1) on M. 
But any matrix solution Y(t) of (1) is continuous and its A-derivative AY(t) is continuous as 
well, so we may replace X(t) by its continuous extension X(t)  which is defined on the whole T, 
and fulfills the initial problem (1). | 
One of possible applications of the presented representation (3) is a proof of the Floquet rep- 
resentation theorem on time scales, where the equation for X(t) is solved for fixed X, COl, and w2 
with respect o the unknown constant matrix A. 
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